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ABSTRACT

Motivation. Variable naming practices are part of the software developer’s profession, influencing program comprehension and code quality. Yet, little is known about how variable naming practices are taught in beginner courses. Objective. This paper investigates naming beliefs, self-reported teaching practices, and observations regarding variable naming practices of teachers of introductory Python programming courses. Methods. We adopted an in-depth qualitative approach by interviewing ten teachers from secondary education and higher education and developed several themes in order to answer our research questions. Results. Among various opinions and practices, we found that teachers agree on using meaningful names, but have conflicting beliefs about what is meaningful. Moreover, the described teaching practices do not always match teacher’s views on meaningful names, and teachers rarely encourage students to use them. Instead, they express that naming practices should not be enforced and that students will develop them by example. Whereas some teachers report focusing solely on conventions, others deliberately dedicate time for students to engage with naming, create their own guidelines, provide continuous feedback, or include naming exercises on exams. Discussion. Naming practices do not seem to be deliberately taught, even though they influence program understanding and code quality. We also identified inconsistencies in teachers’ self-reported naming practices. As such, we encourage intentional conversations about naming practices in educational settings, specifically linking naming to code quality and readability. We see room for group and peer activities as a means to this end, as well as providing formative feedback dedicated to naming.

1 INTRODUCTION

Professional developers spend a significant percentage of their time (58%) on program comprehension-related tasks [48]. One root cause of this is that code is often written with ‘meaningless’ identifiers or variable names that are unintentionally misleading [19, 48]. This causes problems in understanding and shows that finding a good name might not be straightforward. Accordingly, software engineering handbooks recommend professional developers to consider naming as a part of high-quality code, focusing on names’ expressiveness, readability, and consistency [8, 41]. Evidently, naming plays a big role in understanding code [4, 27, 32, 33], which holds especially true for novice programmers [45].

While some introductory programming courses include learning objectives that relate to code quality [41], several works already [8, 29] noted that code quality, and naming in particular, do not seem to get equivalent attention in Computer Science Education research. Occasional efforts to incorporate naming include the development of code quality rubrics that involve naming as one explicit aspect to review or give feedback to students in their assignments [23, 41, 42]. To the best of our knowledge, however, there is no research on teachers’ perceptions of and approaches toward teaching (variable) naming in classrooms. We are interested in variable naming specifically, as variables are one of the first concepts taught in an introductory course, yet, the concept of variables is challenging for students to understand [26]. To this end, we conducted 10 in-depth interviews with teachers from secondary education, university, and adult education on the perceptions and practices of teaching the naming of variables. With these interviews, we aim to answer the following research questions:

(1) What are teachers’ beliefs and perceptions about variable naming practices? We aim to identify how teachers think about names and naming practices in general, as we
believe that these convictions are the background to which teachers adopt teaching strategies on the subject.

(2) **How are variable naming practices taught?** Here we investigate teachers’ self-reported approaches regarding naming practices in the classroom. This question considers explicit (active) and implicit (or passive) teaching approaches, how teachers practice naming themselves, and information on feedback and grading.

(3) **What do teachers observe in the classroom concerning variable naming?** We are interested in what teachers observe in their students; for example, specific difficulties among their students and other observations.

## 2 RELATED WORK

### 2.1 What is good naming for comprehension?

Software engineering research indicates that programmers rely on names for their understanding of code [4, 27, 31–33, 44, 45], and names often serve as beacons during code comprehension [22]. Therefore, names can be of “poor” quality when they interfere with the reader’s comprehension. In general, the following types of names are considered “poor” names for code comprehension: names that are based on their data type (e.g. IntegerArray) or function within an algorithm (e.g. LoopCount) [45], arbitrary names (e.g. WHiz) [45] and names consisting of single letters [27, 32, 33]. Furthermore, names can be unintentionally misleading and should therefore be chosen cautiously [3, 4, 18, 19]. Avidan and Feitelson [4] found that these misleading names resulted in more errors, taking more time, or giving up completely. Especially general, non-specific names such as “length” appeared problematic [19]. Arnaoudova [3] identified multiple “linguistic antipatterns” that misdirect a reader. Common antipatterns that concern misleading names are names that “suggests Boolean but type does not.” Lexical inconsistencies like these significantly increase cognitive load [18].

In contrast, there are also claims and observations on the effect of ‘good’ naming styles on code comprehension. Firstly, descriptive naming styles are advantageous over meaningless naming styles, like “Function1” or “FunctionA,” even when documentation is provided [7]. Additionally, meaningful abbreviations can be as effective as full-word names [32], and well-chosen abbreviations can in certain situations also be preferable over full words [33]. When comparing letters, abbreviations, and full-word names, the latter still gives the best results on source code comprehension [27, 32], whereas letters can be meaningful if they convey information that is commonly attributed to that letter (i.e. “i” for index or “s” for string) [5]. However, attributions to specific letters vary over different programming languages [5], which of course has implications for learners of different languages.

Generally accepted recommendations on naming styles are that names must be picked with caution and given careful attention so that they reflect the concept or the role represented by each variable [4], and, good naming consists of “limited, consistent, and regular vocabulary” with limited name lengths, so as not to overload a programmer’s memory (the longer the name, the harder it is to retain the information) [6]. Different roles of variables have been classified and investigated thoroughly in relation to comprehension by Sajaniemi and colleagues [30, 36–38].

On the subject of intermediate variables to break complex expressions into more manageable ones, Cates et al. [14] found that using an intermediate variable is generally beneficial for understanding only if the used name also reflects the meaning of the variables. Concerning camelCase and underscore styles, no difference in accuracy is found between the two styles [40]. Finally, naming styles are related to code quality [41]. For example, poor-quality identifiers (especially at the method/class level) are associated with lower quality, more bugs, and less readable source code, and natural language and recognized abbreviations can function as indicators for source code quality [9, 11, 12].

### 2.2 How do developers use names?

Naming of all identifiers, including variable names, accounts for over 70% of all characters in open-source projects and covers about a third of all tokens [17]. Beniamini et al. [5] showed that single-letter variable names are common practice, quoting “in C, Java, and Perl they make up 9–20% of the names.” Gresta et al. [25] investigated Java naming practices in open-source projects and found that the three most common names are ‘value’, ‘result’, and ‘name’, while also single-letter names, like ‘i’, ‘x’, ‘s’, and ‘c’, are commonly used. In twenty open-source systems that use the languages C, C++, C#, and/or Java, Newman et al. [34] looked for the most common grammar patterns in several types of identifier names and found that names typically have a singular noun-phrase grammar pattern (i.e. ‘nextArea’ or ‘max_buffer_size’), with the exception of function names or when representing a Boolean value. More than three-quarters of identifiers containing a Boolean include a verb, likely to show that a question is answered by a true or false. Moreover, plural names often refer to a certain collection (of lists, arrays, etc.) or data grouping. Peruma et al. [35] found that if identifiers are renamed, it is to narrow the meaning and serve code comprehension. Recently, Feitelson et al. [20] found that the probability that two developers choose the same name is very low, although different names are understood by the majority of developers. They suggest a model to help developers choose better names; in short, select the concepts that need to be included, choose words to represent those concepts, and construct the name with these words.

Swidan et al. [43] analyzed projects in a block-based language originally directed at children (Scratch) to see how variable names are named there. They found that these names tend to be longer than in other languages, with most names between four and ten characters of length and only 4% of names being single letters. When single letters are used, ‘i’, ‘x’, and ‘y’ are the most common, showing both a crossover between languages and a focus on coordinates; the latter reflecting the focus on games and animations in Scratch projects. Additionally, Swidan et al. [43] found that over half of the variable names are single words, with another 30% having a maximum of one space. This suggests that Scratch developers either use underscores or casing to separate words, like in most textual languages, or that single words are most naturally chosen by Scratch developers.

To support using consistent and concise names, a tool was developed striving to follow certain composition rules [17]. This was
followed up by Lawrie et al. [32], who then confirmed prior conclusions that programmers use a limited vocabulary [2, 13]. Furthermore, Butler et al. [10] created a library checking naming conventions in Java, also in the context of using certain typography, abbreviations, and phrases. They found that about 85% of Java projects follow standard conventions. Alamanis et al. [1] presented a framework that learns the style of a codebase and suggests revisions to improve stylistic consistency. They noted that "almost one-quarter of the code reviews examined contained suggestions about naming," highlighting again the relevance of proper naming.

2.3 Naming in programming education

In comparison to experienced developers, proper naming styles (expressiveness, readability, and consistency) might be especially relevant for novices learning to program. For example, bugs are easier to find when words are used [27], suggesting that good names improve code comprehension and debugging. Additionally, when developers use 'descriptive compound names' (i.e., "convertedInput" instead of "result"), they change their reading direction less often to find and correct a semantic bug, which they do 14% faster than when normal names were used [39]. The effect, however, was stronger for experienced developers compared to novices, which suggests that novices do not benefit the same way, perhaps because they have not learned to 'interpret' specific naming customs yet. In fact, novice programmers often fail to name variables correctly [24] and Scratch students are found to be misled by variables named with a letter, probably because of prior knowledge from their mathematics education [26]. These findings highlight that opening a discussion between teachers and students about "what is good naming" might be more relevant than just pointing toward naming conventions created by experts. This notion is strengthened by the work of Glassman et al. [23], who, in the context of improving online curricula, developed a tool and a quiz for their MOOC to assess naming in terms of length and vagueness. As a by-product of their tool they found that feedback on naming practices, as well as both good and bad examples, was highly valued by students. Also Börstler et al. [8] found that feedback related to code quality was frequently asked for by students. This suggests that topics such as readability, including naming, might not get enough dedicated attention in educational programs.

3 METHODOLOGY

This study aims to investigate teachers’ beliefs, practices, and classroom observations on the naming of variables. Similarly to other works in CS education research [29, 46], we captured such information by asking teachers directly through the means of semi-structured interviews.

3.1 Recruitment and teacher demographics

We targeted a wide range of teachers, including teachers at secondary school, university level, and adult education, who currently teach or recently taught one or more Python introductory courses. Teachers were recruited internationally through the networks of the authors and through the national network for secondary school informatics teachers. Teachers were required to speak either English or Dutch during the interview but could speak a different language in the classroom. Before the interview, teachers gave informed consent and completed a short questionnaire covering their backgrounds, such as programming experience, teaching experience, and other demographics. An overview of the recruited teachers can be found in Table 1. To minimize self-selection bias concerning naming specifically among volunteering teachers, they were approached with the topic of variables in general, not on the topic of variable naming.

In total, we conducted 12 interviews, with 7 teachers from 4 different universities, 4 teachers from 4 different secondary schools, and one teacher in professional "on-the-job" coaching. Participants worked in The Netherlands, Belgium and Spain. Their mother tongues were Catalan, Dutch (incl. Flemish), French, Italian, and Turkish. The participating university teachers taught in English or Dutch, whereas the secondary education teachers all taught in Dutch. Our participants’ teaching experience ranged from 1-20 years, indicating we recruited both experienced as well as starting teachers. Most teachers program themselves, with the exception of one secondary school teacher. Eight teachers also taught other languages besides Python.

3.2 Interview process

We used a semi-structured interview protocol consisting of questions on three topics about the teaching of variables: (1) general perceptions, (2) teaching practice, and (3) student difficulties (see Appendix A). To capture a broad view of teachers’ perceptions, practice, and experiences, each topic contained various neutrally posed open-ended questions that offered room to dive into detail with follow-up questions. The interview covered both the concept of variables in general and the naming of variables specifically. Variable naming was covered in all three topics both as part of specific predefined questions and as follow-up questions during the interview. Each participant was given an equal opportunity to talk about naming. When naming did not come up naturally, the topic was introduced via follow-up questions. However, not every participant spent equal time on the topic: in cases where the interviewee was not able to elaborate any further, the interviewer moved on to other questions. A pilot interview was used to test and inform the interview protocol, after which it was decided that no further alterations or refinements were needed.

All interviews were conducted online, by the first author, via MS Teams, and recorded for transcription. The average length of the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Education</th>
<th>m/f</th>
<th>Course target group</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Teaching exp. yrs</th>
<th>Teaching exp. all</th>
<th>No. of students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1Um</td>
<td>university</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>CS + engineering BSc</td>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2Um</td>
<td>university</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>CS BSc</td>
<td>45-54</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3Am</td>
<td>adult</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>IT professionals</td>
<td>35-44</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1-30-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5Um</td>
<td>secondary</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>HAVO/VOO, optional</td>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>50-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T6Um</td>
<td>university</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>CS + engineering BSc</td>
<td>35-44</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T7Um</td>
<td>university</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>CS + engineering BSc</td>
<td>35-44</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T8Sm</td>
<td>secondary</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>ICT track, mandatory</td>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T9Sm</td>
<td>secondary</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>VMO/HAVO, optional</td>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T10Uf</td>
<td>university</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>CS BSc, CS MSc</td>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T11Sm</td>
<td>secondary</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>HAVO/VOO, optional</td>
<td>+25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20-30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Overview of participants. Teachers’ IDs are in the following format: T1Um, referring to [T]eacher 1, [U]niversity teacher, [m]ale. Teaching experience (programming and all) is counted in years. No. of students is per class.
To obtain a broad overview of variable naming practices in classrooms, we used a qualitative open-coding approach from a constructivist perspective [15, 16, 28]. This means that we prioritized information generated by the data in an intuitive way, rather than creating a framework or hypotheses based on literature which then is used for deductive coding. Accordingly, the complete transcripts were analyzed using an iterative process ("open coding" and "refocused coding"), which means that all quotes throughout the interview related to variable naming were coded in a way that best summarizes the quote's intent and meaning [15, 16, 28]. This process is known to generate a large set of individual (in-vivo) codes that can be grouped and merged into themes according to the research interests. In this case, the first author coded three interviews first and used the open codes from these interviews to develop a more structured codebook. The initial version of the codebook consisted of grouped themes that provided information about our research questions, such as "naming beliefs" (RQ1), "teaching strategies" (RQ2), "grading and feedback" (RQ2), "own representations" (RQ2), and "student observations" (RQ3). In iterative rounds, the first author, together with the last author, also identified preliminary main categories that gave direction into the specific topics that teachers brought up. These categories distinguished, for example, between various perspectives (i.e., focusing on meaningful names or letters), teaching strategies (i.e., active or passive), and teachers' own identification of their representation of naming (i.e., using letters or full words).

Using the developed categories as a guideline, the coder then (re)coded all 10 interviews, still maintaining a semi-open coding approach until saturation was reached. This means we continued creating new open codes if needed, but mostly added codes and quotes to existing themes and categories. This process was done iteratively and repeated for already coded interviews when new insights were made. New insights also meant that the codebook was updated: new themes and categories were added, renamed, split, or merged until all relevant and remaining open codes were summarized and grouped into categories with similar meanings and intentions. For example, the old theme "teaching strategies" was split and renamed into "active" and "passive" teaching approaches, each with its own categories to more accurately describe and interpret the information given by the teachers. During this process, doubts were discussed with the last author during regular meetings, in which the last author also checked the emerging categories and themes for clarity and validity. The final codebook is presented in Table 2. In total, we ended up with 238 individual codes to analyze. The tools used during the data processing and analysis were Atlas.ti and MS Excel.

4 RESULTS

4.1 RQ1: What beliefs do teachers have about variable names?

Below we present different topics that teachers mentioned when they reflected on naming practices. The results are summarized by statements reflecting teachers' beliefs about variable naming.

4.1.1 Names should be ‘meaningful’ and ‘intention-revealing’. Most teachers agree that naming is important and should be meaningful. Names are considered meaningful when they are simple, straightforward, and intuitive. They have to be descriptive, clearly represent the contents of the variable, or show its purpose. Mentioned examples are usually nouns: studentName, interest, length, result or index. To sum up what is regarded as ‘meaningful’, T1Um tells his students: "try to name it a name that makes sense to you and two other people." He also notes that the addition of adjectives, for example, current_maximun, can be extremely helpful in loops, but should be used only when it makes sense, to avoid new confusion. For example, if there is only one maximum in the code, adding a current to maximum is not helpful. Moreover, names are to be intention-revealing. Teachers emphasize this specifically when it concerns functions: names have to reflect the function’s purpose so that "just by looking at the name of the function you can tell, okay this function is supposed to perform this, and so on." (T11Uf). Mentioned examples are structured with a verb to indicate it "does something": calculate_weight, organize_file and find_cost.

4.1.2 Teachers disagree on using letters as names. Letters and abbreviations are generally considered to provide too little information to be descriptive. Especially in the context of teaching, T4Sm explains: "if I start using very bad names like ‘a’, ‘b’, and ‘c’, then, the code still works the same way, but it's not telling students what it does. And it can be a good exercise, but not in the parts where I'm explaining what they do. It's a good exercise on a test where [the students] need to know better but not during teaching or not during comprehending the concept that I'm trying to explain." However, there is disagreement on whether letters should be used. In particular, T11Sf mentions that "letters in the case of operations are meaningful because [my students] can easily relate it to their math classes from before, which makes it a proper naming scheme." Also, T8Sm remarks, "with small assignments I will use letters, especially with basic math operations, using ‘a + b’ is just more logical than writing ‘number1’. It’s more like mathematics" (translated). Another consideration to use letters is the traditional practice in the (online) community. This is especially true for (nested) loops, where the use of i - j - k is common practice: "if [students] would google to something, they would find it like that. So I try to teach them also in how they would find it if they would google online" (T11Sf). However, some rather use an x - y - z structure in nested loops: "Now, for me [i-j-k] is an example that it doesn’t make much sense

---

1 Although this research follows Grounded Theory (GT) procedures, the intent of this work is to gather various existing perspectives and teaching practices among a variety of programming teachers. Since we know of no prior work attempting to create such an overview, we considered an iterative process as used in GT procedures most intuitive to discover patterns in teachers' own descriptions.
Table 2: Final code book with examples of codes per developed theme, category, and RQ. Examples of specific quotes can be found in-text in the results section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RQ</th>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Category (# of codes)</th>
<th>Examples of individual codes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>beliefs and perspectives</td>
<td>meaningful names (47)</td>
<td>describes what is in the variable; uses or focuses on a personal coding guideline;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>using letters (16)</td>
<td>provides its function; should be intuitive; focus on community practice;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>size and detail (14)</td>
<td>i, j, k, n, l are not very informative; focus on readability;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>overall structure (30)</td>
<td>prefers longer names; depends on situation; focus on job expectations;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>use a certain structure; use underscores; focus on human aspect;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>active teaching approach</td>
<td>coding conventions, rules, guidelines (7)</td>
<td>uses or focuses on a personal coding guideline;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>readability, programmers attitude (7)</td>
<td>focus on community practice;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>other active approaches (6)</td>
<td>not explicitly taught;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>passive teaching approach</td>
<td>mentioning no teaching (4)</td>
<td>no discussion on naming;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>students learn by practice (12)</td>
<td>naming comes naturally; lead the way;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>other (5)</td>
<td>only during other assignments;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>own representation</td>
<td>&quot;meaningful&quot; or similar term (8)</td>
<td>not explicitly taught;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>single letters or abbreviations (5)</td>
<td>focus on readability;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>depends (2)</td>
<td>focuses on community practice;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>other (5)</td>
<td>focuses on human aspect;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>grading and feedback</td>
<td>no evaluation (4)</td>
<td>focuses on errors (pointing out, discussion);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>unclear (5)</td>
<td>stresses code works independent of naming;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>evaluated (6)</td>
<td>provides explicit naming assignments;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>student observations</td>
<td>difficulties (23)</td>
<td>not explicitly taught;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>causes of difficulties (10)</td>
<td>focus on errors (pointing out, discussion);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>other observations (22)</td>
<td>focuses on community practice;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

because if I’m going through a matrix in which there is an ‘x’ and there is a ‘y’, why am I using ‘i’ and ‘j’? I know, it’s tradition to use i-j-k etc., I just think that in some cases it would make more sense to use ‘x’ and ‘y’. (...) Imagine that I want to use ‘x in y’, I have to put ‘i’ in ‘j’, and then, depending on how long is the loop, I have to remember by heart that ‘i’ is ‘x’ and ‘j’ is ‘y’ ” (T1Um).

Whether letters are considered meaningful thus seems to depend on whether the letter itself carries meaning. In other words, using random letters from the alphabet is generally viewed as ‘bad practice’ whereas particular letters are accepted in certain contexts, like loops, short codes, or codes that are not intended for sharing: “If it is for myself and nobody else is ever going to see it, I might even use ‘x’, ‘y’, ‘a’, but as soon as it’s something that I will share... yeah, no, for sure. I put the variables with the right names. I have to consider the fact that somebody else is going to read this” (T1Um).

4.1.3 Names have an ideal size and level of detail depending on context. Several teachers report that names should not be “too short,” or “too long.” As is the case with random letters, it is reasoned that names that are too short create confusion because they do not convey enough information to the reader, which in turn makes it hard to remember what contents are behind which names. Too long names, on the other hand, create confusion because the reader might not read the whole name and rather assumes its contents or function after reading only a part of the name (T4Sm). Teachers furthermore mention that “enough detail” should be provided, but not “too much.” For example, the name student is not detailed enough when its contents are numbers: it remains unclear if the variable represents a student’s age or grade or something else. On the other hand, variables named Max with contents “Max” or seven with an integer 7 are “too detailed,” as well as all_names_of_name_list_starting_with_a. 
According to teachers, writing efficiency also affects the balance between longer and shorter names: longer names are less efficient and more prone to typing errors (T8Sm, T4Sm, T10Uf). However, T11Sf mentions, "especially with beginners, I would prefer the longer names, where we give the purpose of the variable or what it does over short and concise names, even though I get that it’s more time-consuming." Nevertheless, the ideal size of a name varies per teacher and context. Short names, and even single letters, are considered "okay" in short programs, whereas in longer programs names should also be longer (T1Um). The simplicity and conciseness of a single word are valued, but only if the name is unambiguous in its meaning. A maximum of one to three words are preferred, connected with an underscore or via casing.

4.1.4 Overall structure is important but naming is a personal style. The overall naming structure and the relationship between names are considered important. Some (T1Um, T6Um, T10Uf) prefer a numbered structure, for example, plant1, plant2, p1, p2, a1, a2, example1, example2, str1, str2, df1, df2, or a logical structure between the names. However, T3Am cautions that such structures can get too complex and confusing, for example, when names are structured like aa, ab, ba, bb, etc. Moreover, T1Um and T4Sm stress that names should not be too similar to each other to avoid confusion between names (apple vs. apples). Additionally, T4Sm also warns that "if all or most variables look the same, students think it should be done that way." He experienced this with a structure consisting of myInput, myText, myInt, as used in a KhanAcademy module: students copy it, and start creating names such as myLastTwoValues. This "does not help and is not mandatory (...) It is not bad, but it is not what I expect from [my students] when using variables (...) [and they] have to be able to make more complicated names if necessary."

Naming conventions are also mentioned as important. While T11Sf prefers following traditional Python or community guidelines (i.e. PEP), others adopt self-created guidelines in their teaching (T4Sm, T7Sm). For T2Um and T6Um, using a certain naming style is not very important, as long as their students are consistent. Furthermore, depending on the teachers’ own programming background they prefer underscores over camel-case or vice versa, for example, T1Um: "I do like underscore because it gives me a visual interruption."

Finally, some teachers consider names that include data types to be helpful to novices or prevent issues when (accidentally) combining data types. For example T10Uf, "I try to associate the variable with its type. If it’s a list then the name has a list, if it’s a string then the name (...) most likely is going to have a string in its desirable name" and T3Am, "to keep a certain type-safety or reminder by including it in the name (...), especially for beginners, I recommend using naming that is as clear as possible, and possibly even include data types" (translated). However, since Python is a dynamically typed language, T7Sm notes: "it’s not that important for students that don’t use that kind of programming languages to really be constantly reminded of the datatype and also T6Um mentions: “in my opinion, it’s not necessary. (...) I don’t have a tendency to say that the type should be reflected in the variable name.”

4.2 RQ2: How are naming practices taught?

We found various teaching practices that we grouped into active teaching approaches - naming is explicitly taught or mentioned in the classroom, passive teaching approaches - naming is not or implicitly taught, own representation - the way teachers use naming themselves when teaching, and feedback and grading - whether or not naming is evaluated.

4.2.1 Active teaching approaches. We consider teaching approaches as active when naming is explicitly taught as part of the curriculum. Within this group, there are two major topics: (1) coding conventions, including guidelines, community practice, and specific naming rules, and (2) readability, including clear and meaningful naming and the human aspect, such as teamwork and job expectations.

Coding conventions, guidelines and rules. Most teachers mention coding conventions; however, T11Sf remarks: "I try to use the conventions of the languages, but that is quite difficult when the students learn multiple different languages during the three short years that they have computer science." Consistent with this statement, conventions, guidelines and rules are not very homogeneously taught among the teachers, which complies with the diverse beliefs we have identified among teachers concerning naming practices. Some teachers set up their own naming guidelines or recommend students to make their own structure, others mention to include tradition and community practice (i.e. PEP) in their teaching and focus on naming conflicts or recommending their students to include data types in their names. T5Um mentions consistency to be most important in teaching naming: "what I would stress is more that things are done in a consistent way rather than having, doing it always one way or another, the point is you shouldn’t mix and match in the same program different styles, whether it’s for naming variables or for even programming style or indentation and the comment style, all of that." To help students develop their naming practices, our teachers regularly mention to provide tips and show examples. Additionally, tools such as Visual Studio Code or PyCharm are sometimes adopted for correcting and teaching coding guidelines.

Readability, meaningful naming, and the human aspect. Most teachers merely mention to students to use clear and meaningful names, for example: "We do insist on trying to give names which are as readable and as complete as possible" (T2Um). However, some teachers (T4Sm, T6Um, T7Sm, T8Sm) also discuss why naming is important. This usually includes a human aspect such as organizing your code to remember or find stuff back. Other human aspects are working in teams, future job expectations, and naming something in a way that you and at least two other people can understand what you mean. When names are not "readable," or, "according to the set guidelines", T7Sm goes as far as telling his students "Okay this thing, I don’t know what you mean here so I can’t read your code, right now," even if he does understand the names. Additionally, he likes to prepare the most frequently seen mistakes in student projects, in order to discuss and evaluate them in class and to show how students can improve their own projects. With these strategies, he wishes to provide continuous feedback, prioritize the importance of naming, and motivate his students to first fix naming issues before they can get help from him on other aspects of the code.

More active approaches. Teachers also indicate using strategies such as pointing out naming errors (T1Um, T7Sm, T11Sf), discussing mistakes in class (T7Sm), and providing explicit naming assignments (T4Sm, T7Sm) that include bad smells and error-hunts.
T1Um explicitly stresses that code works independently of naming and that naming therefore is only important for a human reader: “I put a lot of stress on the fact that [naming] does not matter but that it matters on our level of organization. (...) I don’t oblige them to rename [their variables] because (...) I want to stress that the code could work anyway. (...) You could call it ‘banana’ and it works, you just have to know where to put ‘banana’. On the other hand, I also tell them it has to make sense for somebody who reads it.”

Self-reflections. Several teachers reflected upon their own practice and mentioned wanting to incorporate more specifics about the practice of variable naming. T8Sm: “This is something that I now will start to think about much more than I ever have before, that is also nice for me” (translated), and T4Sm: “I underestimated how I teach variable names because I thought it was one lesson and involved less and I can teach them everything about variables [in one lesson]. But I’ve already split that into two, three lessons, just for Python. Not only because it’s not as uncomplicated as I thought, but also because it’s a lot bigger than I thought (...) It has to be done because it’s not as natural as I think it worked.”

4.2.2 Passive teaching approaches. We consider passive teaching approaches all strategies that do not explicitly teach naming practices. This includes all statements where teachers mention that they do not give specific attention to naming practices, and all statements pertaining to practices where students are (sometimes explicitly) assumed to learn by themselves. This thus involves indirectly taught naming practices (i.e. “through general exercises” or by “leading the way”). Furthermore, some teachers do not require students to use specific naming styles. Table 3 presents an overview.

No explicit focus on naming. Teachers report having no specific focus on naming in their courses. For example, T2Um reports: “we don’t have an explicit theory session where we talk about the naming conventions for variables would be this or that”, and T4Sm: “It is not something that I start focusing on but it is something that [students] do start noticing along the way.” Interestingly, this finding is in contrast to what we see under active approaches. Specifically, teachers tell us not to have a specific focus on naming practices, while they also indicate telling students to “choose meaningful names” or to “follow the conventions.” However, teachers with this inconsistency do not seem to follow up their instructions with further explanations or assignments; instead, they remain with general tips. When elaborating on why they do not explicitly teach naming practices (see below), teachers assume that students will pick up “good naming practices” on their own and that naming practices do not require more explicit teaching or attention. It is also mentioned that naming practices should not be enforced as it is seen as an individual choice or preference.

Naming is practiced through examples. Teachers assume that students learn naming by themselves, either by following the traditional or given conventions or through practicing in other assignments. For example, “so not very explicitly, but often naming is featured in the context of an assignment [that shows] that it eases understanding” (T8Sm), and “we introduce the rules as we go, by the examples we give them” (T2Um). Even more strongly, T1Um chooses to lead the way as he assumes his students will copy him: “I do it passively. For example, saying, ‘for index’ because they’re indexes, “for ‘length’ ” because it’s a list of lengths. So I try to make them get there.” Furthermore, T5Um argues that naming practices do not need explicit teaching. He states “I don’t insist on [naming] very much (...) I mean, that comes more naturally by example”, and emphasizes that it is not “a major source of concern for the students” as they are confronted with a lot of code through exercises, examples, and their own written code. Following this, he mentions: “I don’t think naming is a big concern to us [teachers].” Two more teachers mentioned focusing only on naming if and when that was necessary, for example, in the context of an error or when the topic was brought up by a student.

Specific naming is not enforced. Teachers do not like to emphasize -or require- specific ways of how variables should be named, but rather leave it up to the students. T5Um: “we don’t specifically insist very much on how variables should be named”, and T1Um: “I don’t want to stress a lot they have to use these names or use that name.” Instead, T2Um tells his students: “It’s okay, your code will work and it is not so important in this course, we are happier if your code works.”

4.2.3 Own representation. We consider how teachers use names themselves when they are using examples or show live coding to their students as their own representation of naming practices. It can be seen as setting an example to the students, as such, we also consider teachers’ own representation a passive teaching approach. However, since it is always present in a course, and therefore complementary to other approaches used, it deserves its own category. Almost all teachers report that they use, or try to use as much as possible, meaningful names or equivalent terms. For example, T1Um: “I’m very straightforward, so like for (...) doing the for-loop, I do: for index in the list of indexes. Because they’re indexes, so, let’s use index.” Interestingly, many equivalent terms are mentioned (see Table 4), possibly showing that no single way of good naming is present, and perhaps also showing slight nuances in what teachers find most important in choosing a name. The variety in the self-reported own representations presented here is consistent with the variety of naming beliefs that we discussed previously.

Some teachers note that their naming depends on the program or the purpose of the code. While T3Am and T6Um explicitly told us that they do not use one-letter names, others told us that they do use abbreviations and one-letter names, sometimes depending on the purpose of the program or the complexity of the code. Single letters were especially used when teaching loops and basic (math) operations, for reasons already discussed in Section 4.1.2. In particular, these reasons concern a connection to prior knowledge (mathematics) and tradition or community practice. Moreover, short names, abbreviations, and single letters were also used for

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3: Overview of passive teaching approaches used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Passive teaching approach (N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No explicit focus on naming (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naming is practiced through examples (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific naming is not enforced (6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Third, two teachers show explicit evaluation of naming practices. T7Sm mentioned that although naming plays only a minor part in the grading of his students’ work, he does find it important to provide continuous feedback on naming conventions and good naming practices whenever a student’s code is presented to him. This includes the active teaching approach of not evaluating a student’s work if the names are “unreadable,” or in other words, not to the standards that were taught in class. Only T4Sm specifies that naming practices are explicitly considered in the grade: “During the projects, I assess how readable the code is. It’s part of the readability, it depends on how they describe their variables. If they’re all like x, a, z, and b, then I don’t have a clue what’s happening, so they’ll get point reduction because it’s not readable code. But, if they use the naming conventions that I’ve taught them and describe what’s happening in the code then it’s a lot more clear to read, so they’ll get points for that.” He even implements specific naming assignments on the final test: “there’s a specific assignment in the test that’s about what’s happening in this program, and [I ask them to] rename the variables to make more sense [and] to be more descriptive” (T4Sm).

4.2.4 Feedback and grading. The topic of feedback and grading came up in 7/10 interviews, from which we identify three approaches to evaluating naming practices: (1) no evaluation, (2) indirectly evaluated or plays a minor role in grading, and (3) explicit grading and/or feedback. First, there is a strong tendency to not grade or evaluate students on their naming practices. Most teachers explain that naming is not part of the evaluation of student’s work, or that students do not get “punished” (i.e. subtraction of points) when improper names are included in their submissions, for example, T10Uf: “We don’t do a lot with variable naming (...) I don’t think we pay attention to readability.” One reason mentioned is that auto-graders do not look at naming quality. However, teachers indicate that it does not make sense to grade it separately since naming is interwoven with performance on other concepts (T7Sm, T10Uf). Even though consistency within a code is often desired, this is not enforced (T5Um, T8Sm).

Second, when naming is part of grading it is usually connected to “programming basics,” “using conventions” and “good commenting,” or it is graded through practice with weekly assignments. However, although these weekly assignments are not necessarily focused specifically on naming practices, they cover various programming topics, including variables, and they are explicitly mentioned by the teachers as opportunities to practice naming. Therefore, how naming is actually evaluated remains unclear.

4.3 RQ3: What do teachers observe in the classroom concerning variable naming?

4.3.1 Reported student observations. Teachers didn’t observe many issues with naming practices among students. They tell us that naming practices are not a major source of concern and students get the hang of it very quickly. For example, T2Um: “We do insist on trying to give names that are as readable and as complete as possible, and I tend to believe [students] do that quite quickly. Apart from the first few sessions, where obviously they will use variables like ‘x’, ‘y’, ‘z’, and use names that don’t say anything. We do insist on that during the practical sessions and in all the examples we give them. I think they very quickly catch on doing that.” Additionally, T1Um tells us once he points out a mistake, students often recognize their mistake immediately. Furthermore, students tend to use a

Table 4: Descriptions used by teachers to show what type of naming they use themselves when teaching. Interpreted as variations of “meaningful names.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description used</th>
<th>Teachers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>meaningful names</td>
<td>T4Sm, T5U, T11Sf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clear names</td>
<td>T3Am, T4Sm, T10Uf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>representative names</td>
<td>T3Am, T4Sm, T8Sm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>descriptive names</td>
<td>T4Sm, T8Sm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>straightforward names</td>
<td>T1Um, T3Am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>informative names</td>
<td>T6Um</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adequate names</td>
<td>T5Um</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>useful names</td>
<td>T5Um</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>one-letter names</td>
<td>T5Um, T8Sm, T10Uf, T11Sf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abbreviations</td>
<td>T8Sm, T6Um</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no one-letter names</td>
<td>T3Am, T6Um</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5: Results of our cross-analysis into overarching patterns: three teaching profiles related to the teaching of the naming of variables are identified based on several common characteristics of our research questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>profile 1 - active</th>
<th>profile 2 - mixed</th>
<th>profile 3 - not taught</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dominant philosophy</strong></td>
<td>naming is an essential skill</td>
<td>mixed, naming is learned by example</td>
<td>naming should not be taught</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Part of course</strong></td>
<td>dedicated time allocated</td>
<td>no dedicated time, but woven into the course or by leading the way</td>
<td>no attention given, students rely on themselves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Active approach</strong></td>
<td>focus on conventions</td>
<td>own guideline created</td>
<td>traditional conventions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>focus on readability</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>mixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>explicit naming assignments</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>rarely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>attention to naming errors</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>mixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>naming tips and examples</td>
<td>on meaning and pro-actively given</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Passive approach</strong></td>
<td>required to follow guidelines</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Own representation</strong></td>
<td>uses single letters or abbrev.</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>mixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>consistent with teaching</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>mixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grading and feedback</strong></td>
<td>includes naming</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the course or by leading the way

Mixed on conventions and upon request

4.3.2 Specific difficulties and reported causes. Mentioned difficulties were considered of minor importance by the teachers and we did not find any patterns among them. Firstly, teachers observe that most mistakes concerning naming appear because students are inconsistent, make typos, or lack creativity. T2Um notes that this might originate from an inconsistency between teachers, examples, and learning materials, which might further confuse students. Although the presence of typos could be just an oversight on the students’ part, teachers mention this proneness to typos as a reason to not use too long names: mistakes are often and easily made in spelling, wrongly placed capitals, or using invalid names (T4Sm, T11Sf). T11Sf furthermore mentions that sometimes a student might lack creativity, possibly caused by a lazy attitude and a desire to make the assignments with the least amount of effort. Thinking of a good name might be considered “too much” effort, especially because students may not have been taught about “what is a good name”. Teachers also observe confusion caused by names that are too similar, especially with longer names (T4Sm). Secondly, teachers note difficulties in connection to other identifiers such as functions and parameters (T2Um, T5Um, T10Uf, T11Sf). These difficulties include name conflicts or using the same names for different objects, causing unintentional overwriting. Teachers attribute this issue to not being sufficiently introduced to the new concepts, meaning that with more practice and exposure, this mistake will disappear. Thirdly, teachers observe that students may (gradually) change names during debugging and writing (T1Um, T10Uf), leading to confusion when students have forgotten that names have changed, or when the name was only changed in one part of the code, but not yet in another. Finally, T6Um and T10Uf observe that there exists confusion among students about the “i” in a for-loop: students do not seem to understand that this is also a name.

5 DISCUSSION

5.1 Impact on teachers and educators

The results from the interviews suggest possible impact for teachers and educators in three directions:

5.1.1 Teaching approaches for naming. While many teachers indicated that they mention naming conventions and guidelines, only teachers with an “active” approach indicated they use explicit pedagogic approaches that focus on the naming of variables in their classes. These teachers focused on an instructional approach with direct assignments or tips. At the same time, the interviews suggest that teachers realize that choosing a proper variable name is context-dependent and dependent on who will read the code. As a result, we see room for adopting a wide range of sociocultural teaching approaches that focus on group and peer activities. Especially considering teachers’ philosophy in which naming is learned by example, some activities can include the use of live coding sessions, peer instruction-assessment-review, and pair programming, all with a focus on the naming of variables.

5.1.2 Developing CS Teachers’ PCK on code quality. Teachers need to develop further their Professional Content Knowledge (PCK) on
code quality in general and on the effect of naming on code comprehension. This is especially important for introductory courses that include learning objectives related to code quality. However, from the interviews, it seems that there is a matter of priority, as some teachers indicate that there are more important concepts to focus on than naming, especially when it comes to grading or feedback. To tackle this, the link between naming and code quality needs to be stressed. Having readable and expressive variable names is not a matter of code aesthetic, but rather an important aspect of code quality that is known to affect code comprehension [4, 32, 39]. The effect of bad naming will extend to the professional life of the student as a developer and will have an impact on their ability to contribute to projects and on the performance of daily programming tasks [48].

5.1.3 Using existing tools. Teachers are also capable of giving constructive feedback on naming. We believe that while teachers are obtaining more PCK on code quality, they could already implement such feedback. Prior work has found feedback on naming both desirable and valuable [8, 23]. Practical examples of existing teaching resources are rubrics and tools that are recently developed for such goals [23, 41, 42]. These tools can be a good starting point to evaluate where students stand in their variable naming so that teachers can give constructive feedback to help improve the level of readability, expressiveness, and consistency of the naming of variables in their code assignments.

5.2 Reflection on teaching themes
When looking at the emerging themes on teaching variable naming, generated from the interviews, we can see that these themes follow the two mainstream theoretical pedagogic approaches in computer science education [21]. On one side, the ‘active’ teaching theme follows an “instructivist” approach: the focus is on the structure and presentation of learning materials more than on the learners who are seen as recipients. Yet, this is not a pure picture: within the profiles of teachers who presented quotes fitting to the active teaching theme, we also observe aspects of “constructivist” approaches. In particular, some teachers refer to programming languages’ guidelines on naming as a way to ‘support that construction of knowledge’ rather than to communicate knowledge. This, in effect, delegates learning goals to the students who will discover the topic of naming on their own and decide which names to use, without the teachers integrating their students’ activities into the classroom. These and similar constructivist approaches of teaching variable naming are even more visible within the passive teaching theme, again with less focus on students’ activities in the classroom. From the interviews, we observe that such teaching approaches have roots in the teachers’ beliefs and perceptions that naming does not need explicit attention because it “comes naturally by example”.

5.3 Limitations and future work
As our research is based on self-reported data, teachers may have given us socially accepted answers. We have tried to limit this by making the topic of the interviews more general about variables, formulating questions neutrally, and taking into account the order of the questions to avoid leading. Especially regarding teaching practices and student difficulties, our findings are self-reported: we did not observe classroom practices ourselves. However, we have already conducted research into Massive Open Online Courses to look at actual practices and found similar results [47]. Although there was no indication before this work that naming is or should be addressed differently across educational levels, our findings suggest this might be the case. However, as often with qualitative research, our sample set is too small to make representative conclusions, and being representative was not our current aim. Nevertheless, our study could be followed up with a large-scale (international) questionnaire to generalize and compare target audiences, class sizes, and class duration. Such research might also provide further insights into the different teaching profiles that we have found and could further dive into comparing naming practices among different programming languages.

5.3.1 The effect of the programming language. Some findings are specific to Python. For example, one difficulty that teachers described was that of students using the same name for variables and functions, causing unintentional re-assigning, which would not be a difficulty in statically typed programming languages. Furthermore, naming conventions and guidelines, which were often mentioned during the interviews, are to a large extent language-specific. Finally, characteristics of other programming languages not native to Python, such as pointers and static types, will not be reflected in our findings, even though they might have effects on teachers’ perceptions and practices on variable naming.

5.3.2 Future work. Our future line of research is to analyze programming textbooks, to further understand how practices are represented in different forms of education. Additional research is planned covering in-class observations, which can be compared with what teachers say about the topic. We also aim to design and experiment with specific naming tasks to investigate how naming can be easily but effectively implemented in existing curricula.

6 CONCLUSION
This paper aimed to investigate the current teaching practices and beliefs concerning variable naming. Primarily we want to encourage discussion on teaching naming practices in programming education. Hence we investigated teachers’ beliefs and perceptions about variable naming (RQ1), their practice (RQ2), and their observations in the classroom concerning naming (RQ3).

Our results show a diversity of opinions; however, in line with most existing literature on ‘good naming’ for comprehension, our teachers all advocate for simple, straightforward, and intuitive names that clearly represent the content or show the purpose of the variable. Nevertheless, when it comes to the actual teaching practice, this promotion of meaningful names is not so directly demonstrated. Even though teachers tell their students to use meaningful names, they seem to rarely incorporate practices that encourage or force students to think critically about what a good name entails, or how names might be misleading. Moreover, teachers themselves do not always use meaningful names in their examples to students, even though they agree that students learn naming practices by example.
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A INTERVIEW PROTOCOL

Questions that explicitly cover the topic of NAMING of variables: 2b, 2c, 3, 4b, 6, 7, 10. Other questions might include naming if the interviewees brought up the topic themselves.

Introduction (5 minutes)

• Overview, duration, recording, confidentiality, anonymity
• Introduction interviewer + interviewee

Practice (15-20 minutes)

1. Can you shortly describe the setting of your course?
   a) Follow up on the level of education, online/offline, class size, language, duration

2. Can you tell me something about how you explain variables in your course(s)?
   a) Can you give me an example?
   b) Follow up on topics related to variables (assignment, naming, role), dedicated time/attention, when introduced, etc.
   c) In your courses, what type of names are you promoting? Why? Motivate.

   i) Follow up on short & concise (abbreviations, letters) vs. full words
   ii) Follow up on examples of promoted names
   iii) Follow up on underscore vs. camel case

3. If not taught: Why not? Can you provide a reason? (Is it a conscious choice?)

   a) Would you consider this example to be generic for the way you use variables in your teaching? (Why not? // Are there other ways that you use variables in your teaching yourself?)
   b) Follow-up on name length, letters, words, conciseness
   c) Follow-up on underscore vs. camel case

4. (if time) Are variables evaluated in your course? Why? How?
   a) Can you give me an example?
   b) Follow up on: formally/informally, which elements (inc. naming?), why (not)

Student difficulties (15-20 minutes)

5. What are common errors that you see your students making when it comes to the concept of variables?
   a) Follow up on misconceptions identified, causes, how to overcome

6. Can you give me some examples of how your students struggle when it comes to variable names? What difficulties do they experience?
   a) Follow up on why they might occur and how teachers solve them.

General perceptions (10 minutes)

7. In your opinion, what should variable names consist of? What information should it contain?
   a) What do you consider “good naming”? What do you consider “bad naming”?

8. As a programmer, and speaking in general, how important are variables to you while programming your own code and/or understanding someone else’s code?

9. As a teacher, how important do you consider variables for teaching programming skills to students?

10. If you could make one recommendation to other teachers about teaching variables and their naming, what would it be? Motivate.

11. Recommendations about what to stop doing?

Closing

12. Do you have final remarks or questions?